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The appointment of Prince Abdulaziz, half-brother
to Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, marks the first
time a royal family member has been put in charge of
the all-important energy ministry. He replaces veteran
official Khalid Al-Falih as the world’s top crude
exporter accelerates preparations for a much-antici-
pated stock listing of state-owned oil giant Aramco,
expected to be the world’s biggest.

The OPEC petroleum exporters’ cartel and key
independent producers want to halt a slide in prices
that has persisted despite previous output cuts and US
sanctions that have squeezed supply from Iran and
Venezuela. Analysts say the JMMC monitoring body
has limited options when it meets in Abu Dhabi to for-
mulate recommendations ahead of an OPEC+ ministe-
rial meeting in Vienna in December.

UAE Energy Minister Suheil Al-Mazrouei said
Sunday the group would do “whatever necessary” to
rebalance the crude market, but admitted the issue was
not entirely in the hands of the world’s top producers.
The market is no longer governed by supply and
demand but is being influenced more by US-China
trade tensions and geopolitical factors, he said. 

Analysts say that while cuts could help prices, they
could also mean producers lose further market share.
Prince Abdulaziz also alluded to the sense that Saudi
Arabia is shouldering the burden of production cuts,
while other nations - notably Nigeria and Iraq - are flout-
ing the limitations. Speaking to reporters in Abu Dhabi, he
said that one or two countries “need to be more commit-
ted” in order to bring benefits to the entire industry.

The 25-nation OPEC+ group, dominated by the car-
tel’s kingpin Saudi Arabia and non-OPEC production
giant Russia, agreed to reduce output in Dec 2018. That
came as a faltering global economy and a boom in US
shale oil threatened to create a global glut in supply.
Previous supply cuts have mostly succeeded in bolster-
ing prices. But this time, the market has continued to
slide - even after OPEC+ agreed in June to extend by
nine months an earlier deal slashing output by 1.2 mil-
lion barrels per day (bpd). The new factor is the trade
dispute between the US and China, whose tit-for-tat
tariffs have created fears of a global recession that will
undermine demand for oil. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia wants to enrich uranium for
its nuclear power program, Prince Abdulaziz said yes-
terday, potentially complicating talks with Washington
on an atomic pact and the role of US companies.
Uranium enrichment has been a sticking point with the
United States, especially after Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman said in 2018 that the kingdom
would develop nuclear arms if regional rival Iran did.

The world’s top oil exporter says it wants to use
nuclear power to diversify its energy mix, but enrich-
ment also opens up the possibility of military uses of
uranium. “We are proceeding with it cautiously ... we
are experimenting with two nuclear reactors,” Prince
Abdulaziz said, referring to a plan to issue a tender for
the Gulf Arab state’s first two nuclear power reactors.

Ultimately the kingdom wanted to go ahead with the
full cycle of the nuclear program, including the produc-

tion and enrichment of uranium for atomic fuel, he told
the energy conference in Abu Dhabi. The tender is
expected in 2020, with US, Russian, South Korean,
Chinese and French firms involved in preliminary talks
about the multi-billion-dollar project.

Although atomic reactors need uranium enriched to
around 5 percent purity, the same technology can also
be used to enrich the heavy metal to higher, weapons-
grade levels. Saudi Arabia has backed President Donald
Trump’s “maximum pressure” campaign against Iran
after he withdrew the United States from a 2015
nuclear pact that curbed Iran’s disputed nuclear pro-
gram in exchange for sanctions relief.

In order for US companies to compete for Saudi
Arabia’s project, Riyadh would normally need to sign an
accord on the peaceful use of nuclear technology with
Washington. The United States would like to sign this
pact, known as a 123 agreement, a senior US official
said at the conference. “It’s important for us, with
regards to US technology, we’re going to pursue a 123
agreement,” Dan Brouillette, Deputy Secretary of the
US Department of Energy, said. “We would like to see a
123 agreement accompany any agreement to transfer
US technology or use US technology in Saudi or any
other place,” he added.

In a related development, Saudi Arabia’s economic
reforms, including VAT and higher energy prices, have
started to yield results, but more needs to be done to
plug a chronic budget deficit, the IMF said yesterday.
After a crash in oil prices that shrank Saudi Arabia’s
revenues and led to budget shortfalls for five years in a
row, the world’s largest crude exporter imposed a raft
of measures to diversify its economy.

“Reforms have started to yield results and... the out-
look for the economy is positive,” the International
Monetary Fund said in a regular report. But it said the
kingdom, where oil income still accounts for 70 percent
of public revenues, must extend adjustments in the
price of utilities and fees levied on expatriates. It also
called on Saudi authorities to consider doubling value
added tax (VAT) from five percent to 10 percent.

Saudi Arabia introduced the tax in 2018, a year in
which its returns amounted to $12.5 billion or 1.6 per-
cent of gross domestic product. Commitment to the
reform program will be key to success in “promoting
non-oil growth, creating jobs for nationals, and achiev-
ing the objectives of the authorities’ Vision 2030 agen-
da”, the IMF said. “Vision 2030”, the brainchild of influ-
ential Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, is aimed at
weaning the Saudi economy off its reliance on oil.

Saudi GDP grew by 2.4 percent last year but the
IMF said growth would fall to 1.9 percent in 2019 due
to substantial OPEC oil output cuts aimed at address-
ing oversupplies and underpinning sagging prices. The
fiscal deficit is forecast to widen to 6.5 percent of GDP
this year, from 5.9 percent in 2018, it said. The global
lender also called for greater diversification to create
jobs for Saudis whose unemployment rate stands at 12.5
percent. One million new jobs are needed for citizens
over the next five years, it said.

Oil directly accounts for more than 40 percent of
Saudi Arabia’s GDP, nearly 70 percent of fiscal rev-
enues and almost 80 percent of exports, the IMF said.
Saudi Arabia has posted a budget deficit since 2014
and the total shortfalls until last year amounted to over
$320 billion. The kingdom is projecting another deficit
this year. The IMF said in the report that Saudi authori-
ties have reiterated their commitment to balancing the
budget in 2023. — Agencies 
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and helps reduce heat in the area around the coated
road. “We do have an environment where there are
higher temperatures that occur in the surrounding hin-
terland and obviously that is uncomfortable,” said Alex
Amato, head of sustainability at the Qatar Green
Building Council. “Instead of having a black road which
absorbs the heat greatly you have a road which will
reflect some of the heat away.”

Similar cool paving schemes have been trialed else-
where including in Los Angeles. Japan, which sees
intense heat and humidity in Tokyo in the summer, is
hosting a number of high-profile sporting events

including this year’s rugby World Cup and the 2020
Summer Olympics. Authorities in the capital have said
they will also install reflective road surfaces across the
capital to combat high temperatures. The city will also
plant shrubs to help absorb heat through the natural
process of photosynthesis.

Tarmac and cement absorb solar energy during the
day and release it during the night, meaning cities are
hotter than the surrounding countryside as buildings
and streets act as a giant heat sink. It is hoped Doha’s
eye-catching blue surfaces will absorb less solar radia-
tion and reflect ultra-violet rays, reducing the local
temperature for passing pedestrians and motorists. A
digital display alongside the Doha experiment showed
the traditional surface was between six and 10 degrees
hotter than the covered roadway. “Maybe we can’t alle-
viate the temperature - the external temperature -
throughout the whole of the year, but certainly we can
extend that period when people can use those external
spaces,” Amato said. — AFP 

Qatar road
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“Suicides are preventable,” Tedros said, calling “on
all countries to incorporate proven suicide prevention
strategies into national health and education programs
in a sustainable way”. The most common methods of
suicide are hanging, gunshots and - especially in rural
areas - the ingestion of poisonous pesticides. Most sui-
cides happen in low- and middle-income countries,
where most of the global population lives, but rates are
higher in wealthier countries, the WHO report found.

After Guyana, Russia registered the world’s second-
highest rate, with 26.5 suicides per 100,000 people. Also
figuring high on the list were Lithuania, Lesotho, Uganda,
Sri Lanka, South Korea, India and Japan, as well as the
United States, which registered 13.7 suicides per 100,000
people. In almost every country, men are more likely than
women to commit suicide. Only in five countries -
Bangladesh, China, Lesotho, Morocco, and Myanmar - do
women commit suicide at a higher rate than men.

Young people are especially vulnerable: More than
half of all those who commit suicide are under the age

of 45. And among 15-29-year-olds, suicide is in fact
second only to road accidents as the leading cause of
death. The WHO said it was launching a one-month
campaign starting on World Suicide Prevention Day on
Sept 10, including the launch of a resource booklet for
filmmakers.

It will warn of the dangers of graphic descriptions or
depictions of suicide, which have been shown to trigger
copycat suicides among people struggling with mental
health issues. In July, Netflix said it had removed a
graphic suicide scene from the first season of hit show
“13 Reasons Why”, following concern from mental
health experts who feared it glorified suicide. Two stud-
ies published in May found that suicides among US
youths rose significantly in the months following the
popular show’s release in 2017. “The research has
shown over many years... that there are people who
imitate, who are vulnerable,” Fleischmann said.

The WHO report also said countries could make a
significant dent in suicide numbers by limiting access to
pesticides. Pesticides are often so toxic that suicide
attempts using them tend to succeed. In Sri Lanka, reg-
ulations and bans on pesticides led to a 70 percent fall
in suicides between 1995 and 2015, resulting in 93,000
lives saved, the report said. And in South Korea, a ban
on the herbicide paraquat in 2011 and 2012 lead to the
halving of suicides by pesticide poisoning between
2011 and 2013, it said. — AFP 
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Abdalla, whose studies were partly in the United
States, was one of the first three women to join Sudan’s
foreign ministry as a diplomat after graduating from
Khartoum University in 1971 with a degree in econom-
ics and political science. But she was sacked in 1991 by
the then administration of Bashir, who had seized power
two years before in a coup. Abdalla’s appointment is
part of new Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok’s plan to
have a government made up of technocrats and one
that reflects gender balance.

Hamdok himself is a seasoned economist who built a
career in international organizations, most recently as
deputy executive secretary of the UN’s Economic
Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa. “By having
women ministers like Asma Mohamed Abdalla, Sudan is
putting across a positive image to the world,” a
European diplomat told AFP on condition of anonymity.

“Sudan is showing that it is changing... and is no more a
pariah state as it was during the Bashir years.”

Decades of sanctions imposed by Washington on
Khartoum had isolated Sudan from the international
community. The sanctions, imposed in 1997, were lifted
in Oct 2017 but Washington has kept Sudan on its list
of alleged state sponsors of terrorism, making foreign
investors wary of doing business with the African coun-
try. Experts say a priority for Abdalla as foreign minis-
ter would be to navigate negotiations with Washington
on removing Sudan from the terrorism blacklist.

The other key foreign policy file for Khartoum is
Cairo, with whom Sudan has often had strained ties due
to trade and border issues. Cairo, however, has been a
steadfast ally of the generals who seized power after
the army ousted Bashir. Yesterday, Abdalla met in
Khartoum with her visiting Egyptian counterpart
Sameh Shoukry.

Abdalla had served as a diplomat in several overseas
Sudanese missions, including at the United Nations, in
Morocco and Stockholm. After she was sacked by Bashir,
Asma worked in regional organizations including the
Arab League. In 2009, she set up a bureau offering trans-
lation services. Abdalla, whose husband has also worked
with the United Nations, has one daughter. — AFP 
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Driver Adriel Aragon is still haunted after losing a
critically ill patient when it took 40 minutes to reach the
hospital - the journey should have taken half that time.
“No matter how hard we honk, even if we use our siren,
if the vehicles are not moving it doesn’t matter,” he said.
“That’s what happened that time,” Aragon added of the
2014 tragedy. 

Five minutes before they reached the hospital the
woman’s pulse disappeared. She was pronounced dead
after they wheeled her into the emergency room. At
peak hours, the main arteries of Manila are clogged
with idling cars - a 25-km end to end drive through the
main highway can take as long as three hours. Home to
some 13 million, there is nearly one vehicle registered
per person. The resulting gridlock costs the city $67
million daily in lost productivity, according to a 2017
Japanese government-funded study.

Neither the government nor ambulance companies
keep count of how many patients die in traffic each
year, officials said, but emergency medical workers in
the city have many horror stories. Laylo says one
patient died inside his ambulance after heavy traffic
on a narrow road added 10 minutes to the journey
from the patient’s home to the hospital. “It was about
5.7 kilometers. Normally it would take us less than
five minutes, but it took us 15 minutes that time,”
Laylo explained. “When you’re trying to save a per-
son’s life, that is very slow,” he said, still upset by the
2017 incident. 

Images of ambulances stalled in unmoving traffic
jams have sparked outrage on social media in the
Philippines. One of the most notorious examples -
which has been viewed over 3.2 million times online -
was filmed by a woman shocked that cars wouldn’t or
couldn’t give way to the ambulance carrying her moth-
er. “I was very angry. I was worried too because we

couldn’t do anything about the vehicles blocking our
lane,” the woman, Jing Zamora, told AFP.  The trip took
hours, when it should have taken minutes. Zamora’s
mother, who suffered a stroke, survived the trip to the
hospital but died there a week later.

A swift medical response is key to recovery, accord-
ing to the American Stroke Association. Officials like
Aldo Mayor, public safety chief of the Metropolitan
Manila Development Authority (MMDA), put at least
part of the blame on other road users. “Some people
simply do not care. It is as if they are the only residents
of this world,” said Mayor, whose government agency
manages the capital’s chaotic traffic. He added that
Manila ordinances concerning emergency vehicles,
including a 2017 regulation that reserves one lane for
them, are rarely enforced due to personnel constraints.

These problems come as Manila’s population has
roughly doubled since 1985 and its infrastructure has
not kept up. Its limited system of commuter rail is aug-
mented by jeepney mini-buses and millions of cars. The
nation’s thicket of bureaucracy and deep rooted cor-
ruption have stalled or blocked efforts to build new
roads, bridges and public transit. 

President Rodrigo Duterte pledged to unblock the
capital’s choking gridlock, but halfway through his term
the city’s main thoroughfare, EDSA, remains a parking
lot at rush hour. The sheer number of cars on the roads
is a major factor in whether ambulances can get their
patients to hospital quickly, said Vernon Sarne, a long-
time automotive journalist. “Even when you want to
give way, but the motorway is full, what can we do?
The ambulance cannot levitate,” he told AFP.

However Sarne noted that drivers have become cyni-
cal, thinking ambulances might be using their lights and
sirens just to cut through the traffic for non-emergencies.
“As a motoring public we are jaded to the fact that
everyone is taking advantage of us,” he said, adding
some politicians use emergency vehicles escorts to avoid
the gridlock. Yet ambulance operators in Manila hope
public shaming on social media, like Zamora’s viral video,
can help. “Because of social media, we found more and
more people are giving way, giving (us) the benefit of the
doubt,” Michael Deakin, the head of one of the nation’s
largest ambulance companies told AFP. — AFP 

Patients die as 
Manila traffic...

Hezbollah downs Israeli drone 
BEIRUT: The Iran-backed Hezbollah move-
ment said yesterday it had downed and
seized an Israeli drone as it flew across the
Lebanese border, a week after a flash con-
frontation between the arch-foes. Israel’s
army said a drone it was operating “fell” in
Lebanon on Sunday. In what appeared to be
a response, an air strike at “around midnight”
left 18 pro-Iranian fighters dead in eastern
Syria, a monitor said. The Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights could not confirm whether
that raid was Israeli. Later yesterday, the
Israeli army said rockets had been fired from
Syria but failed to reach their targets.

Hezbollah had issued a statement saying
that some of its fighters “confronted with
the appropriate weapons an Israeli drone”
heading towards the Lebanese border vil-
lage of Ramyeh overnight. The Shiite militant
group said it subsequently retrieved the
device, but did not provide pictures. An
Israeli army spokeswoman told AFP a drone
“fell” in Lebanese territory, adding that
“there is no risk of a breach of information”.

The incident was a sequel to an escala-
tion between the two foes that started on
the evening Aug 24 when an Israeli strike
killed two Hezbollah operatives in Syria.
Israel said that strike was to prevent a drone
attack on its territory by an Iranian force.

The operation was followed hours later by
what Hezbollah described as an Israeli
drone attack on its Beirut stronghold. That
led to an escalation in rhetoric and height-
ened fears of all-out conflict between
Hezbollah and Israel, whose main allies Iran
and the United States, respectively, are also
at loggerheads. On Sept 1, Hezbollah fired
anti-tank missiles at an Israeli military vehi-
cle and battalion headquarters and Israel
responded with a salvo of artillery shells.

Strike in Iraq 
Analysts said the cross-border exchange,

which caused no injuries, was a highly cho-
reographed move aimed at flexing muscle
without igniting war. Hezbollah had warned
last week that its actions were only a
response to the late August strike in Syria
and not to the drone incident in Beirut, for
which separate retaliation was to come.
Sources close to the organization had said
its fighters would down an Israeli drone over
Lebanon at the first opportunity.

Hezbollah’s apparently successful neutral-
ization of a drone overnight could have
marked the end of the latest cycle of attacks
and reprisals. But the Britain-based
Observatory reported that, probably
moments later, a strike by an unidentified air-

craft killed 18 pro-Iranian fighters in eastern
Syria. The attack consisted of “five missiles
targeting an Iranian compound, an ammuni-
tion depot and three other military posi-
tions”, the Observatory said, adding that
Iranians were among the dead. The strike
took place in the region of Albu Kamal, a
town which lies along the Euphrates, on
Syria’s eastern border with Iraq.

Multiple fronts 
Albu Kamal lies in Deir Ezzor province

which covers much of Syria’s remote eastern
desert, where the Islamic State group’s so-
called “caliphate” made its last stand this
year. Control of the area is split between
US-backed Kurdish fighters and groups
aligned with the Damascus regime, which is
supported by Iran and Russia. Neither Israel
nor the US-led coalition, which carries out
air strikes in the area against jihadist sleeper
cells, commented on the incident.

In June 2018, strikes near the Iraqi border
killed 55 pro-regime forces, mostly Syrians
and Iraqis. An American official said at the
time that Israel was responsible, but the
Jewish state declined to comment. An Israeli
military statement said yesterday that rock-
ets had been fired from Syria but all failed to
hit Israeli territory. “The rockets were

launched from the outskirts of Damascus by
Shiite militia operatives operating under the
Iranian Quds Force,” it said.

The force is the elite branch of Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards and is commanded by
Qassem Soleimani, the mastermind of
Tehran’s military strategy in the region.

Israel, which has vowed to keep weakening
Iran so long as it continued to develop
weapons that threaten the Jewish state, has
launched attacks against a variety of targets.
It has carried out operations against Iranian
forces and Tehran’s proxies in Lebanon,
across Syria and in Iraq. — AFP 

EL KHIAM, Lebanon: A picture taken from the southern Lebanese plain of Khiam shows the
countryside of the Israeli town of Metulla behind the separation fence between the two coun-
tries yesterday. — AFP 


